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The ASET-74 Intercomparison Experiment on the
Evaluation of Alpha Spectra of Plutonium
Apstract
Alpha spectra of plutonium with different degrees of peak overlapping were
prepared and evaluated by- 10 international laboratories. The methods applied
were grouped according to the effort involved and the results were compared.
It is show that significant errors m~ be introduced by- the use of unsatis-
factory- procedures for peak tail correction and recommendations on suitable
methode are made.
The study- was performed in the framework of the Safeguards Project of the
Federal Republic of Germany-, the spectra were prepared by- the European In-
stitute for Transuranium Elements (EURATOM).
Das Vergleichsexperiment ASET-74 über
die Auswertung von Plutonium Alpha-Spektren
Zusammenfassung
Alpha-Spektren von Plutonium mit verschieden stark überlappenden Peaks wurden
hergestellt und zur Auswertung an 10 internationale Laboratorien gegeben. Die
dabei verwendeten Methoden wurden entsprechend ihrem Aufwand in Gruppen zusam-
mengefaßt und die Ergebnisse verglichen.
Es wird gezeigt, daß durch Verwendung unzulänglicher Verfahren für die Korrek-
tur der Peaküberlagerungen signifikante Fehler hervorgerufen werden können.
Geeignete Auswahlmethoden werden empfohlen.
Die Studie wurde im Rahmen des Projekts Spaltstoffflußkontrolle der Bundes-
republik Deutschland durchgeführt, die Spektren wurden im Europäischen In-
stitut für Transurane (EURATOM) hergestellt.
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1. Introduction
For safeguuds as well as for commercial reasons exact knowledge is
required of the isotopic composition of nuclear materials. As far as
destructive analytical methods ue applicable t mass spectroDletry is,
in general, used successfully for this purpose. Howe.ver, if for any
reason uranium and plutonium have to be analyzed in the same mass spectro-
meter - in puticular if there is only ane instrument available - alpha
spectroDletry is preferred by the laboratories for the deternunation of the
Pu 238 isotope because of its interference with U 238.
The IDA-72 interlaboratory compuison experiment 1)/1/ earried out a few
years aga pernrltted to compue the alpha speetrometrie resuJ.ts of 11 labo-
ratories, whieh were obtained on samples eontaining plutonium with about
0.005 %and 1. 0 %Pu '238. In some eases the agreement was bad and it was
assumed that for poorly resolved speetra thism8iY' have been eaused by the
use of unsatisfactory peak. tail correetions in spectra evaluation.
For this reason it was proposed to produee a set of spectra with different
degrees of peak. overlapping and to distribute eopies of i t for evaluation
amongst the laboratories willing to participate in such a test.
Aecording to this suggestion, in summer 1974 the intereomparison experiment
"ASET-74" (,Alpha-§peetra-!valuation-Test) was initiated. The neeessary
speetra were prepared in the laboratories of the European Transuranium
Institute of EURATOM in KUlsruhe, Germany , and distributed to 10 labora-
tories interested in this study. Besides the evaluation of i,he set of spectra,
each laboratory was asked to give a short deseription of the method applied.
The data reported by the laboratories were evaluated statisi,ically and
compiled in a preliminary report. This paper is 'based on tho,t report
and the critical remarks and eomments of the putieipants are taken into
aecount.
1)This experiment was mainly concerned with the mass spectrometric
isotope dilution technique.
As mentioned before, the poorly resolved spectra used in this experiment
were produced on purpose in order to obtain strong overlapping of peaks,
which was suitable to prove the performance of the different correction
methods under study. There is no doubt that much better conditions can
be obtained by the use of targets having thinner l~ers. However, in the
case of Pu23B abundances of about one percent or more, peak tail correc-
tion m~become important even for the spectra of targets prepared very
carefully.
Two reports on methods of spectra evaluation are given in references
/2, 3/ which proved to be very satisfactory in this test.
The complete set of spectra on which this test was based is given in
Appendix I. It m~ be used by laboratories which did not participate in
this experiment to check and compare the performance of their own methods
of evaluation.
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2. Preparation of Samples and their Theoretical Com12,osi tion
Three plutonium sampIes A, B and C, containing a'bout 1. 5, 0.8 and
0.2 %of Pu 238 respectively, were,prepared by mixing precalculated
quantities of two Pu solutions (in 8 N - HN0
3
) wnich were calibrated
by mass spectrometry combined with isotopic dilutiion analysis tech-
nique 1). Their isotopic composition together with the concentration
of each nuclide (atoms per gram of solution) are reported in Table 2-1.
Tab. 2-1: ASET-74: Concentrations and Isotot>ic C01uposition ()f the
Standard Solutions.
Solution 1 Solution 2
Nuclide Concentration /Isotogic Concentration Isotogiccompo • compo •
(atoms/g sol.) (atom %) ( atoms I g sol. ) (atom %)
Pu 238 4.292 E 16 80.08 0.0 0.0
Pu 239 8.753 E 15 16.33 2.439 ]~ 17 97. 13
Pu 240 1.608 E 15 3.00 3.038 E 15 1.21
Pu 241 2.465 E 14 0.46 2.486 E 15 0.99
Pu 242 6.968 E 13 0.13 1. 682 E 15 0.67
It can be calculated from the concentration of the differen1i nuclides
in each of the two standard solutions that 1 aliquot part of the first
solution has to be mixed with 11. 182, 21. 153 and 85.821 aliquot parts
of the second solution in order to get the Pu 238 content mentioned
above in sampIes A, B and C, respectively.
1)separation of Am-241 was performed before the isotope dilution
analysis. About one month elapsed between thig, procedure and
alpha counting of the targets.
Por practical reasons, about 0.1 ml of solution 1 was taken, mixed
vith about 1. 1 ml, 2. 1 ml, and 8.5 ml of solution 2 and diluted in-
to about 8.8 ml, 7.8 ml and 11. 4 ml of 8 N nitric acid to prepare
the sample solutions A, B and C, respectively". The aliquots mentioned
above were weighed on an anaJ..;rtical balance. The three samples were
then carefully' homogenised by shaking; no redox cycle was made.
hom the weighing data i t was calculated back that one aliquot part
of solution 1 was added to 11.0347,21.0103 and 84.829 aliquot parts
of solution 2. The Pu 238 concentrations in the three samples were
about 0.17 lJg/g of solution tor sample A and B and 0.085 :ror sample C.
The calculated isotopic composition of the samples is reported in
Table 2-2 below.
Tab. 2-2: ASET-74: Calculated Isotopic Composition of Samples A,B, and C
Isotopic composi tion (atom %)
Nuclide
Sample A Sample B Sample C
Pu 238 1.52 0.805 0.20 1
Pu 239 95.60 96.32 96.93
Pu 240 1. 24 1. 23 1.21
Pu 241 0.98 0.98 0.99
Pu 242 0.66 0.66 0.67
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3. Preparation of Targets and Spectra Recording
In order to study the influence of tails overlapping on the
evaluation of the peak areas, two types of targets (target '1' and
target '2') were prepared with sourCE~ layers of different thicknesses.
In the case of targets '1 " some drops of the three sample solu-
tions A, B and C were dropped on sta:i.nless steel discs and :evaporated.
By this WaY of target preparation, a relative thick source layer is
obtained and consequently important tail effectsmay be expected.
In order to get thin source layers, the electrodeposition method
was used to prepare the targets '2'. Again stainless steel discs
were employed as supporting material. Spectra of higher qUB.lity
(lower FWHM) can be obtained with this method and, moreover, the
energy degradation of the a-particles ,which causes the PE!ak tails,
is strongly reduced.
For each of the s~x targets preparE;ld by the two different methods,
three repetition spectra 'I', '11' fwd '111' were taken.
The electronic equipment used to J:'ecord the spectra, consisted of:
- a silicon semiconductor detector "Tith aresolution of about
220 KeV at 5. 5 MeV and a surface of about 50 mm ,
- an Ortec power supply, pre-amplifier and amplifier,
- an Intertechnique 400 channels pulse-height analyzer.
-11-
The spectra were stored during 3600 or 7200 seconds (real time)
under vacuum (better than 10-2 Torr).
The 18 digital and analogous spectra are given in Appendix I. The
different qUalities of the two sets of spectra (targets '1' and
targets '2')t appear clearly from the analogous spectrl~.
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4. Reduction and Summary of the Data Reported
The individual values for the peak areas of the Pu 238 and (Pu 239+Pu 240)
alpha activities reported by the laboratories are compiled in Appendix II.
From these figures, the alpha activity ratios of Pu 238/(Pu 239+Pu 240)
were calculated as the basic data for all subsequent statistical considera-
tions. The spectra A2 I and B2 III were disregarded as they were obvious-
ly disturbed by external noise (electronics or vacuum systE~m).
From the activity ratios of the three 1) repetition spectra taken from each
target, the mean values per laboratory were calculated with their standard
deviation (SD) and relative standard deviation (RSD) as weIl as the SD
and RSD of the single spectra eValuation2 ). These data are compiled in
the upper parts of Tables 4-1 to 4-3. The definitions of the statistical
terms are giyen in Appendix IV.
Comparison of these laboratory mean values shows that meaningful mean
values of the activity ratio per target (and the associateCL SD's and
RSD' s) can only be obtained after rej ection of some outlier values.
They were identified by application of the Dixon Criterion~n /4/ to
each group of laboratory mean va.1.ues belonging to the same target.
The same procedure was used to identify excessively high vn.lues obtained
for the SD's and RSD's 4)
1)TwO only in case of targets A2 and B2 because of the rejElction of the
spectra A2 I and B2 III.
2 )For a more detailed interpretation of this term, which Cll.n be considered
as the "precision 'I, see Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
3)Here and in all other applications of the Dixon Criterion, a probability
of 5 %was allowed for the rejection of a value which belongs to the
group. In some cases this probability was considerably lower.
4)Although the Dixon Criterion was delineated for groups of independent
single observations and not for groups of mean values or even standard
deviations i t seems to be the most suitable procedure aluo in such cases
to decide on the exclusion of outlier va.lues in an objecHve manner.
Table 4-1: ASET-74: Laboratory and Target Means of Sample A and Associated Data
Column I 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 8 I 9 \ 10 I 11 12
~ Sample A; Target 1 ~ Sample A; Target 2
N N
" SD of RSD of NUIli>er of SD of RSD of "SD of RSD of NUIli>er of SD of RSD of
-." ~ single single repetition lab.mean lab.mean .... Po6 single single repetition lah.mean lab.mean
Lab. 0 + spectrum 1) spectruml ) spectra value value 0 + apectrum') spectrum 1) spectra value value
Code ! ~ ~ evaluation evaluation evaluated (columc.. I) (column 1) 8~ ~ evaluation evaluation evaluated (column 7) (colUllDl 7)
...-l"'C'I .... 40IN
C = • •> ~ =' >- ... ;:I... ...
c: >.- ~ ~-c ... ~ .u~
~~~ ~~~
..... N ...... M
~ ~ ~ OJ [%J ~ t;: [%J [%J
AIIl~. "lIk SIlk n o(M)lIk s(M)llk A12k• °12k sl2k n o(M)12k s(M)12k
I 3.662 ::.301 :: 8.21 3 ::,174 :: 4.74 (4.391) (+.423) (+9.63) 2 (::.299) (::6.81)
2 4.000 ::.070 + 1.76 3 ::.040 :: 1.02 3.960 +.057 +1.44 2 +.040 ::1.02
3 3.913 ::.050 :: 1.27 3 ::.029 :: .73 3.910 +.086 +2.20 2 +.061 ::1.56
• 3.289 ::.044 :: 1.34 3 ::.025 :: .77 3.885 +.096 +2.46 2 +.068 ::1.74
5 3.571 ::.206 :: 5.76 3 ::.119 :: 3.33 3.912 +'.087 +2.21 2 ::.061 ::1.56
" (5.631) ::.178 :: 3.16 3 ::.103 :: 1.82 4.011 +.098 +2.44 2 ::.069 ::1.73
7 3.983 ::.102 :: 2.55 3 ::.059 :: 1.47 3.918 +.094 ::2.39 2 +.066 ::1.69
8 3.706 ::.063 :: 1.70 3 ::.036 :: .98 3.935 +.106 ::2.69 2 ::.075 ::1.90
9 4.004 ::.043 :: 1.06 3 ::.025 :!: .61 3.971 +.079 +2.00 2 ::.056 +1.41
10 4.268 +.066 + 1.53 3 +.0311 + .88 3.956 +.078 +1.96 2 +.055 +1.39
Target 111'''''' All". AI2•••
ä ' 2) 2) " '
_II(G); 3.8218 ::.1395 ::3.650 _12(G); 3.939 +.087
2) +2.222)
.II(G) .12(G) 8 - 8 - 5
SD of .ingl..
lab._an "11 ::.292 "12 +.039
RSD of singl..
lab._an .11 :: 7.65 0 12 ::.98
SD of
targ..t _an o(M) 11 ::.098 0(1) 12 ::.013
RSD of ) (M)
target _an .(M 11 :: 2.55 0 12 ::.33
liRb.: V.lue. in bracket. were not uaed for calculating target ..ans and aasociated data.
I)Thio t ..ra C:lI1Il be c:onaidar..d a. "pr..c:ision" /par. 5.3 and 5.4/.
2)l'or c:alc:ulation ..... App. IV, Par.2 (4) and (5).
lJJ
I
Table 4-2: ASET-74: Laboratory a.nd Target Mea.ns of' Sample B a.nd Associated Data
Col_ I 2 3 4 I 5 6 7 I 8 9 I 10 I I1 12
S_le ll; Target I .... S_le ll; Target 2
.... 1
0
SD of RSD .of III_er of SD of RSD of ... SD of RSD of li_er of SD of RSD ofN
0 single aingle I) repetition leb."",,,,,, lab.m2um ... single ) single l) repe'tition leb.""'''''' lab...._... 0 "Lab. ... N mpect:ruBI spec:trum spe.e.tra value value !i o~ zpecerum 1 spectrum. zpectra value value
Code 0 " evaluation evaluation. evaluatad (col_ I)
(co1_ l) ... '" evaluation evaluation evaluaud (columm 7) (columm 7)
'"
... uM
!i 0 + .... N... '" > ....... M ".... N lä "''''> .. " ......11"'''="'''' >M........ • ... N
Ii~~ "' .... " ".... N ,., .. '""' .. [%J [%J [%J [%J.. " ",., .. '"
"2110:. 02110: "2110: n 0(M)2Ik 8(M)2Ik A221i• 02210: 82210:
n o (M) 2210: 8(11)2210:
1 2.321 (~.436) (~18.80) 3 (~.252) (1.10• 85) (2. 169) +.018 :.-82 2 ~.013 ~.58
2 2.283 ~.024 ~1.04 3 +.014 +.60 2.109 +.006 +.27 2 +.004 ~.19
3 2.162 ~.018 ~ .82 3 ~.01O +.47 2.090 +.005 +.22 2 +.004 ~.16
4 2.087 .!.024 ~1.r7 3 +.014 +.68 2.086 +.008 +.38 2 +.006 1..27
5 2.123 =..030 ~1.43 3 ~.017 ~.83 2.087 +.014 +.66 2 +.010 ~.47
6 2.607) !,.042 ~1.61 3 ~.024 ~.93 2.121 +.004 +.19 2 +.003 ~.13
7 2.111 ~Ot8 1.. 87 3 ~.0I0 1..50 2.097 ~.009 +.43 2 +.006 ~.30
8 2.0n ~.041 !i!.02 3 ~.024 ~1.17 2.104 ~.006 +.29 2 +.004 ~.21
9 110 uu reported 2.092 +.025 +1.18 2 =.-018 ~.83
10 2.129 ~.023 ~1.07 3 +.013 +.62 2.104 ~.007 ~ .31 2 ~.005 ~.22
Target ..._
A21 • e ; ~22";
~21(G); 2.1534






~.0289 ~1.342 _22(G); 2.0989
821 (G) "22«;)
SD of single





target: maan 0(M)21 ~.036 0(11)22 ~.004
I
RSD of
1..1.68target melm 8(M)21 8(11) 22 ~.18,-
~: Valuas in bracltets were not: used for ealculating target me&ns and associated data.
l)Tb.is term. can be eonsidered u "precision" /par. 5.3 and 5.4/.
2)For calculation ...e "PP. IV. Par. 2 (4) and (5).
+:'"'
J
Table 4-3: ASET-74: Laboratory and Target Means of' Sample C and Associated Data
Col.... I I 2 3 4 I 5 I 6 7 I 8 9 I 10 I 11 12
~
0' S_le C. Target 2S_le l;; Target I ..0 ...... SD of I!SD of HllIIber of SD of RSD of " SD of I!SD of HllIIber of SD of I!SD l>f" single 1) singls I) repe~ition leb...an leb.__ ... ~ single 1) single I) repetition leb...an lab.mean~ ° +Lab. ... apectrum apectrua apectra v.1ue valQllt Ipectram 8pectrum spectra val... val...° + 8°0-Code evaluation evaluation Clvaluated (col.- I) (co11lllll I) ....... evaluation evaluation avaluated (col.- 7) (colmm 7)8°0- ~ ............ .. ..
~ ..... > .. ".... ~
> .. " li >-~~ ...-" >-~ 1I:;:~.....
1I~~ .......0'"...... .." ".0'" ... Cl~.. " " [:] [r.] [%] [%J~=~
A31k• °31k s31k n 0(H)3Ik s(H)3Ilc A32k• °32k s32lc n 0(H)32k s(H)~2lc
I (.4832) (.!..0762) (.!.15.77) 3 (!..O440) (.t9. 10) (.5278) (.!..0412) (.!.7.81) 3 (+.0238) (.t4.5 1)
2 .5794 +.0015 + .26 3 +.0009 + .16 '.5654 +.0042 + .74 3 .!..0024 + .43
3 .5480 .!..0058 .!. 1.06 3 .!..0033 .!. .61 .5580 .!..0019 .!. .34 3 +.0011 .!. .20
4 .5441 .!..0026 .!. .48 3 .!..0015 .!. .28 .5604 .!..0022 .!. .39 3 +.0013 + .23
5 .5594 .!..oo34 .!. .61 3 .!..0020 .!. .35 .5661 (.!..0076) (.!.I.34) 3 (!..0044) (!. .• 77)
6 .6131 +.0023 + .38 3 .!..0013 .!. .21 .5671 +.0025 .!. .44 3 +.0014 + .25
7 .5559 .!..0027 .!. .49 3 .!..0016 .!. .28 .5609 .!..0022 .!. .39 3 .!..0013 .!. .23
8 .5~4 !..0066 .!. 1.23 3 .!..0038 .!. .70 .5621 .!..oo34 .!. .60 3 +.0020 .!. .35
9 .5589 .!..0027 .!. .48 3 .!..0016 .!. .28 .5596 .!..0040 + .71 3 .!..0023 + .41
10 .5589 .!..0020 .!. .36 3 .!..0012 .!. .21
.5614 .!..OOO2 !. .04 3 .!..OOOI .!. .02










leb...an 0 31 .!..022S 0 32 .!..003-
RSD of single
lab ..an 8 31 .!. 4.00 s32 .!. .55
SD of
target ..an 0(H)31 .!..0075 0(H)32 .!.. 00 I
RSD of
Itarget _an s0031 .!. 1.33 5 (H) 32 :t .18
~: Val.... in brackets vere not uaed for calc..lating target _ana and a..odated data.
1)'Ibia term can be considered as "preciaion" /par. 5.3 and 5.4/.




The target mean values and the associated SD's and RSD's, - calculated
after rejection of the outlier values put in brackets - are compiled
in the lower part of the tables.
A graphical survey of these data ia given in Figs. 4-1 to 4-6 which
present separately for each target and sample the relative deviations
of the laboratory means from the target mean values.
From the results show in these tables and figures, the following ob-
servations and statements can be made:
- The supposed effect of peak. overlapping on the accuracy of evaluation
is clearly confinned: the spread of the laboratory means arouncl the
target mean decreases with decreasing Pu 238 content from sampJ.e A
(1.5 %) to sa.mple C (0.2 %) and is distinctly smaller for spectra
obtained from targets prepared by electrodeposition ("2") than by eva-
poration (" 1" ).
- Even typical "outlier" values m8\Y be caused by unsatisfactory evalu-
ation procedures.
- For samples A and B with the higher Pu 238 content significant diffe-
rences in the target mean values of the two preparation methods
seemto exist. However, the opposite signa of these deviations for
samples A and B indicate that they do not reflect any realistic effect.
Furthermore,as it will be show later /Section 5.2/, the significance
of the discrepancies i8 considerably reduced if those laborator.r mean
values are excluded which were obtained by unsuitable methods of evalua-
tion.
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Fig. 4-1 ASET-74 g(,-ActivityRatios Pu238/(Pu239+240)
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(Laboratory mean values A 12k. i error bars indicate RSO of these mean~ s(M)12k)
Fig. 4- 2 ASET- 74 oC.-Activity Ratios Pu238/(Pu239+Pu2/.0)



























s( M)21 = ± 1.68%
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Fig. 4 - 3 ASE T - 74: ol.- Activity Rat ios Pu23BI (Pu 2219 ... Pu240)
of Sa mple B, Target 1
I
I RSD of target me an I Is (M )22 = ±0.18 %
























(Laboratory mean values A22k . i error bars indicate RSD of these means S(M)22k)
Fig.4-4 ASET-74:oL-Activity Ratios Pu23B/(Pu239+Pu2L.O)
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I Position of mean target 2(A32")











(Laboratory mean values A31k. i error bars indicate RSO of these means s(Mh1k)
Fig. 4- 5 ASET- 74: ot....Activity Rat ios Pu 238/( Pu 239 + Pu 240)























(Laboratory mean values A32k" j er,ror bars indicate RSO of these means s(M )32k)
Fig. 4'- 6 A SET - 74:01.- Activity Ratios Pu 238'/(Pu239 + Pu 240)
















5. Discussion of the Results
5. 1 Methods of Spectra Evalua.tion Used end TEmtative Appreciation
Each laborato17 participating in the experiment was asked to give
a shorl description of the method used fell' the evaluation of the
alpha spectra. The descriptions of the mEithods are presented in
Appendix III as reported by the labors.tories.
It is evident from the SUI'Vey of the methods reported that each la-
borato17 according to i ts experience and to the qual:i.ty of the spec-
tra uses its owo method which differs to some extent from the
methods used by other laborato'ries. This confirms thla.t practically no
standard methods are available to evaluate alpha spel::tra, especially
for the spectra obtained !'rom evaporated sourees.
The methods used in this experiment were divided into three groups,
whieh ex.olusively s,erved the purpose, of contributing to a seleetion
of some methods susoeptible of giving in eve17 oase, i.e. independent







The main features of each group are:
Simple methods: - The peak area is obtained by summing up the
channel eontent betweell predetermined channels.
The correetion for the tail effeet of the Pu 238
peak is very pOOl' 01' il~ not performed at all.
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Normal methods: - The peak area is evaluated more or less as
in case I. The contribution of the teil tel
the preceding peak is taken into account end
corrected in a more efficient way.
Elabor. methods:- Ta evaluate the peak. area and to make corrections
for the overlapping of tails, non-linear least
squares fitting procedures are used.
Regardless of the results obtained by each laboratory and ac:cor-
ding to the general features defined above the methods were grouped
as in Table 5-1:
Tab. 5 - 1: ASET-74: Grouping of the Methods Used for
Evaluating the Alpha Spectra







NORMAL I 2, 8, 9, 10 !
f
I
ELABORATED 3, 5, 7
The analytical results obtained by the laboratories make evident
that the goodness of each group of methods and their relative
appreciation should appear also from the reported single values
of the Pu 238/(Pu 239+ Pu 240) activity ratio and from some
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statistical evaluations on the values obtained by pooling the
results of each group of methods. The following considerations
confirm that this grouping of the methods is meaningful:
- The 6 laboratory mean values of the Pu 238/(Pu 239 + Pu 240) activity
ratio considered as outliers belong to the group defined as "simple"
method /Tabs. 4-1 to 4-3/.
- Considering the means of the relative standard deviations of single
spectra evaluation 1) /Tab. 5-2/ for the three groups of ~~thods
results for 5 of the 6 targets in higher RSD's obtained b~r the group
of "simple" methods than by the others.
- Influence of the tails and the worth of the correction applied are
indicated for each laboratory by the differencl~s of the Pu 238/
(Pu 239 + Pu 240) activity ratios obtained forthe two tar'gets of the
same sample. For each sample and each group of methods the mean of these
relative differences is given in Table 5-3. U is evident from the
analysis of thesedata that for a given sample the difference of the
activity ratios between the two targets varies according to the appre-
ciation of the group of methode These data giva t essentially t an idea
of the quality of the corrections applied to the overlappillg of tails.
Moreover t looking at the results for a giYen g1"OUP of meth(:>ds t. it can be
concluded that t in general t the influence of teils decreases with de-
creasing Pu 238 content from sample A (1.5 %) to sample C (0.2 %)t which
was expected.
The swne conclusions on the appreciation of the group of me!thods
can be clrawn !rom the data reported in Table 5-/~. They sho1tl' for
each group and for each target the mean of the relative deviations
of the laboratory means from the target mean t the latter calculated
af'ter rejection of the 6 outliers as in Tables 1~-1 to 4-3.
1)This term can be considreed as "precision" /8ections 5.3 land 5.4/.
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Tab. 5-2: ASET-74: Means of the RSD's of Single Spectra Evaluation ("Precision lt )
for the Groups of Evaluation Methods
........ - .-
Sample A(i""n 1(1-2) C{i=2)
1---
trarget j 1 2 1 2 1 2
Group of 811 (G)[% 812 (G)[%] 821 (G) [%J 822 (G) [%J 831 (G) [%J - r JIlMethods 5 32 (G) \.~ I
I1---
ISIMPLE 5.32 6.51 11·77 .55 7.84 4.25 I(G:Lab. 1,4,6) i
,
i
(NORMAL 1.60 2.08 1.40 .64 ! .67 ·59 i(G:Lab.2,8,9,1O I
i I
!ELABORATED 3.55 2.25 1.06 .41 .75 .83
i
(G:Lab.3,5,7)
Tab. 5-3: ASET-74: Relative Difference of the Activity Ratios Obtained
for Targets 1 and 2; Mean Values for the Groups of
Evaluation Methods [% ]
Sample ! A(i= 1) B(i=2) C(i-3)I
Group of A -A A -A A -A
Methods tl22. LI 11k • 12k· I .!.QQ LI 21k • 22k '1 100 LI 31k • 32k· I
t G A12k • t G A22k • t G A32k •
SIMPLE 24. 11 9.99 6.49(G:Lab.J,4,6)
NORMAL 3.89 4.62 1.82(G:Lab.2,8,9,10)
ELABORATED
3.48 1.95 i 1. 29(G:Lab.3,5,7)
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Tab. 5-4: ASET-74: Relative Difference between Laboratory and Target Mean;
Mean Values for the Groups of Evaluation Ml!thods [% ]
SampIe A(i ... l) B(i=2) C(i==3)
Target j == I 2 I I 2 I I 2
Group of 100 IIA -A I 100 LI A . -A. I 100 I IA. -A. I
Methods t'Aij"G' Ijk' Ij" t.A2· G 2]k. 2]" t·A3 · G 3]k. 3] ••] .. ] ..
SIMPLE 21.82 4.88 10.64 1. 61 8.76 2.44(G:Lab. 1,4,6)
NORMAL 6.03 .46 4.59 ~32 2.08 ·31(G: Lab. 2,8,9, 10)
ELABORATED 4.39 .67 1. 26 .36 1.31 .56
(G:Lab.3,5,7)
It can be concluded form these considerationa that by the JIlethods
of the first group (simple methods) unsatisfacto:l7 results are
obtained quite easily. As indicated by the data given in Tal:l1e 5-4,
this is also true for targets preparedby electrodeposition, in par-
ticular at high Pu. ?-38 concentration.
By contrast , no important difference exists, in general, between
the normal and elaborated groups of methode, especially for high-
resolution spectra. Only some of the data given in Tabs. 5-3 end
5-)" indicate a superiority of the elaborated methods compariCld to
the normal ones.
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5.2 Comparison between Experimental and Theoretical Values
Due to the overlapping of the alpha particle energies of the Pu 239
and Pu 240 nuclides t only the activity ratiobetween Pu 238 and
(Pu 239+Pu 240) can be obtained by the alpha sPectrometric tech-
nique. Consequentlyt in order to comparetheoretical and experimen-
tal valuestit is necessary to calculate the theoretical activity
ratio. Moreover t for safeguards applications it is important to
compare also the Pu 238/Pu 239 isotopic ratio t which can be obtained
from the experimental data of the activity rati.o. The formulae for
these calculations are compiled in Appendix IV t Section 5.
The values of the specific activities and those of the haJf-lives
used are reported in Table 5-5 1).
Tab. 5-5: ASET-74: Nuclear Data Used for Calculations
Specific activity Half-life
Nuclide [d.p.m/atom,] [years]
Pu 238 1.5027 E-8 87.7
Pu 239 5.4013 E-11 2.44 E 4
Pu 240 2.0029 E-10 6.58 E 3
1)These values were recommended by the participants of the IDA-72
experiment and used for i ts evaluation /Ref. 1 t Vol. I t Se ction 8.3.5
and Vol. 11 t Seet. 1.3/. They differ only slightly from those
recommended more recently /5/.
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In Table 5-6 the theoretical and experimental values of the
Pu 238/(Pu 239+Pu 240) activity and of the Pu 238/Pu 239
isotopic ratios are compiled together lrith their relative de-
viations.
With respect to the considerations above /Section 5-1/ the experimen-
tal data were calculated excluding the results of the laborat()ries
1, 4 and 6 which belong to the group of. "simple" evaluation m(~thods.
After exclusion of these values there im no more indication that
the target. mean values belonging to thc same sample have to bl~ con-
sidered as significantly different. As show in the table, thl~ir
error ranges definedby their relative standard deviations overlap
or at least touch each other. It is for this reason that for f~ompari­
son with the theoretical data the mean value per sample has been
calculated.
As can· be seen from the figures givelO on the last Une of 1;;hetable,
some discrepancies exist between the experimental end the theoretical
values. Thesedeviations decrease with decreasing Pu 238 content of
the sample. liowever, no dependence is indicated on the type of target,
Le. on the degree of peak overlapping, because of the good agreement
of the two target mean values calculated for eacn sample. Therefore,
i t seems reasonable to assume that the deviations are due to uncertain-
ties of the theoretical values which are affected by at least foul'
sources of error :
- the inaccuracy associated with the isotopic conclmtrations cf the
two standard solutions A and B determined by is01COpic dilution
analysis;
- the errors involved in the weighing data of the d.ifferent ali-
quots of the tvo solutions;
- the accuracy of the half-life valuesoand. ,
- the degree of homogeneity of the sample solutionn.
Tab. 5-6: ASET-74: TheoreticaJ. snd ExperimentaJ. VaJ.ues o~ the Activity snd Atom Ratios
Semple A Ci = 1) B Ci = 2) c Ci = 3)
Target j = 1 2 1 2 1 2
Exp. Pu 238/(Pu 239+ Pu 240) 3.921 3.937 2.137 2.098 0.5570 0.5619
activity ratio; ..:!: .085 + .010 ..:!: .036 ..:!: .003 .0047 ..:!: .0011
Target mesn A.. +a (M) ..
l.J ••- l.J
Exp. Pu 238f(Pu 239+ Pu 240)
activity ratio; 3.927 2.119 0.5595
Semple mesn A.
1.. •••
Theor. Pu 238/(Pu 239+Pu 240)
a.ctivity ratio 4.220 2.220 0.5514
Exp. Pu 238/Pu 239
atom ratio 0.01479 0.007977 0.002104
Theor. Pu 238/Pu 239
atom ratio 0.01.590 0.008357 0.002074
Relative deviation
I
exp. - the.Q.r. vaJ.ue - 6.94 I - 4.55 I + 1.47 IL %_/






It ia very complicated to estiBlate the combined influence of the
single errors on the overall accura~ of the theoretical values.
For example, the error associated with the Pu 238 half-life v.alue
contributes b;y different &mounts to the activity ratic)s of the
three samples. Moreover, for the fourth so,uree of errc)r i t is not
possible to give any estimation of error.
Taking into account these different source:liI of error i t seems to
be impossible to explain on the basis of t.his experiment the differen-
ces observed between the theoretical end Eixperimental data.
5.3 Estimation of Error Components
In the folloring paragraphs an attempt iIlI made to estimate quanti tatively
the error contributiona of spectra recording and their evaluation to the
total error of alpha spectrometric determi.nations.
For these considerations three error c01iipc>nents are distinguished:
- First, the "counting component" which r(~presentli! the spread
in the Pu 238/(Pu 239 ... Pu 240) ratio o:f' counts if several repe-
tition spectra are taken from the same 1~arget.
- Secondly, the "evaluation component" del~cribing the spread
of the results if the same spectrum is lavaluated several times
by the same methode Assuming graphical I!valuation of an ana-
logous spectrum, the meaning of thiel cOlnponent i8 obvious. In
the case of non-computerized evaluation of a digital spectrum
it ieI caused by different usigning ofcounts to the Pu 238 or
(Pu 239 ... Pu 240) peak trom one evaluation to the nen (e. g.
evaluation of the same spectrum bydifferent persona). However,
wen the spectrum evaluation i8 completely computerized, this
error component i8 found to oe zero. The corresponeüng error
nOW adds to the biu of the method and contributes to the third
error component considered.
- This third error component .corresponds to the interlaboratory
deviation when measurement results are compared. since in this
test the differences in the results of the laboratories ar~
caused by the application of different evaluation methods, the
expression "between methods deviationlt seems to be more suitable
fbr this study.
These error components will be denoted s(c), s(e) and s(b), respectively',
and are expressed in terms of RSD.
The "counting component" and the "evaluation component" together can
be considered as the "preeision" of an alpha activity ratio determination
performed vithin an individual laboratory, since i t describes the repro·-
ducibility observed if several repetition spectra are taken from the
same target and each repetition spectrum is evaluated once.
The RSD of its estimate is given by (s(c)2 + s(e)2)1/2 and corresponds
to the value s. 'k in Tabs. 4-1 to 4-3.
lJ
The structure of the experiment does not allow to calculate by one
single analysis of variances the estimates for all three types of erroI's.
However, by analysis of variances for two types of error, the estimate
s(b) for the RSD of the "between methods deviation" and the estimate
2 2 1/2for the RSD of the sum (s(c) + s(e» of the two other error com-
ponents, Le. for the "precision" /App. IV, Section 6/, can be obtaine(i.
The values calculated for the various samples and targets are giyen
in Tab. 5-7, columns 1 and 2t) •
1)These and the following calculations are based on the values ob-
tained by the laboratories using a "normal" or "elaborated" eva-
luation method /Section 5.1/.
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Splitting of the prec~s~on into its two components "counting" and
"evaluation" becomes possible if data on the spread of the alpha
activity ratios from one repetition to the next CWl be obtained
which are not influenced by any evaluation error wld therefore re-
present the "counting component" alone. This can be done by calcu-
lation of the channel content of that fraction of the Pu 238 peak
which does not overlap the (Pu 239 + Pu. 240) peak related to the
total channel content of all peaks. The channel of thePu 238 peak
selected for these calculations and the corresponding ratios of
counts Pu 238/(Pu 239 +Pu 240) are com~iled in Table 5-8. Thenthe
RSD for a single spectrum was calculated from the three repetition
spectra taken on each target2 ) and can be considered as a good esti-
mate of the counting component s(c). These values are given in
column 3 of Tab. 5-8.
Tab. 5-7: ASET-74:Calculated Estimates for the RSD's of ErroX' Components
!Column
.
1 2 3 4
~
I
ISallll? le Target RSD of RSD of RSD of RSD of
I 1 j . "between methods Ilprecisionll "counting "evaluation
i deviation" component ll component llI 2 2 1/2
i Sij (b) [%] (s .. (c) +s .. (e) ) s .. (c) lJJ s .. (e) [j.J1J 1J 1J 1J ~
[%J
A(i= 1) 1 5.57 2.56 .64 2.48
.A(i= 1) 2 not 2. 15 .35significant 2.12
B(i=2) 1 4.07 1. 12 .27 1.09
B(i=2) I 2 not .58 • 14I significant .56
C(i=3) 1 2.21 .71 .27 .66
C(i=3) 2 0.31 •71 ; 25 .66 II I( I! ,
Note: Calculations are based on all data except those obtained by Labs.l t 4 and 6
2) Two only in case of targets A2 and B2 /Sectic1n 4/.
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Fina.lly. in column 4 the date. tor the "evaluation component" are glven,
which are calculated by appropriate subtraction of the RSD of _the
counting component from that 01.' the precision.
By comparison 01.' the data compiled in Tab. 5-7 the following obser-
vations can be made:
The deviations between methods are the llI1ain error c:ontribution
in case of targets prepared by evaporation ("1") b\;Lt nearly in-
significant for electrodepositiontargets ("2").
- The two components contributing to the precision (c:ounting and
evaluation) are of the same order 01.' magnitude for sa.mples B
end C. Only for high Pu 238 content (sample A), the: counting
component becomes negligible.
- For the counting component, higher values are obtained for the
targets prepared by evaporation (" 1") than for those madeby
electrodeposition ("2").
Tab. 5-8: ASET-74: Channels 01.' Pu 238 Peak Selected for Estime~ion 01.'
Counting Error end Ratio 01.' their Content to Total Counts
Sample Target Spectrum Channels 'Ratio 01.' Pu 238 counts
selected for in selected channels
Pu 238 counts t.n t.nt.l'l.l I"ounts.
A 1 I 205 - 330 .705
II 210 - 330 .697
UI 209 - 330 .704
A 2 Ir 212 - 330 .7913
III 212 - 330 .7952
B 1 I 210 - 350 .6330
11 212 - 350 .6364
UI 208 - 350 .6346
B 2 I 210 - 330 .6739
II 210 - 330 .6726
C 1 I 210 - 330 .3420
II 210 - 330 .3432
UI 212 - 330 .3437
C 2 I 210 - 330 .3559
II 212 - 330 .3576
UI 210 - 330 .3573
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5.4 Precision of the Alpha Activity Ratio Determinations as a
Function of their Absolute Value
According to the previous consideration /Section 5.2/ the precision
of an alpha activity ratio determination perfomed in one individual
laboratory is understood as the reproducibility observed if several
repetition spectra are taken from the same target and each repetition
spectrum is evaluated once. The average values for each target were
calculated in Section 5.3 and compiled in Tab. 5-1, column 2. The
theoretical values of the alpha activity ratios themselves were calcu-
lated in Section 5.2 and compiled in Tab. 5-6.
In Fig. 5-1 these data are plotted and connected by straight lines
for each type of target preparation. This presentation clearly
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6. Summary end Conclusion
The results of this experience confirm clearJy the strong influence
of peak teil overlapping on the Pu 238/(Pu 239+ Pu 240) alph~ activi-
ty ratio obtained. Considerable errors can be introduced if unsatis'-
factory procedures are applied for its correction.
Depending on their performance, three groups of evaluati·on methods
could be distinguished:
Methode belonging to the group of the simplest ones should not be
used. At least for Pu 238 abundancesof about 1 %and morethey
m8iY' fail even if peak tail overlapping is minimized by the use of
very carefully prepared targets.
with the methods of medium complexity satisfactory results ca'n be
obtained in the whole concentration renge of Pu 238 invel3tigated
(up to about 1.5 %) ir optimum peak resolution is ensured by the
use of suitable methods for the preparatioIl. ·of .the targets.
The most elaborated methods which include non-linear least squares
fitting procedures are of the highest performance end recommended.
However, ir applied,they shouldbe cOJnputerized to keep the effon
within acceptable limits.
Significent differences are observed between the theoretical values
of the alpha activity ratios end those obtained in this test. These
deviations decrease with decreasing Pu 238 content. Their explanation
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CHANNEL CONTENT: SAMPLE A 1 U
1 003600 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 00000''1) (1)0000 000000
11 000002 JOO027 00)032 OOC»034 ;)i)OO29 000032 000026 CCH1045 000028 000030
21 000030 (00028 000044 000033 000031 (jOO030 000030 000030 000029 000021
31 000033 (;1)(,031 ~OOO28 0(#0026 ')0001 e 000032 üQOü34 0(10030 OtrJU023 000033
41 000030 00-0026 000033 ')()O031 000034 000033 000026 000036 000035 000030
51 000035 (<)0027 000030 000031 OijC03~ (,100034 000031 OC~a32 {j(hJO~5 000021
61 000031 000031 000048 lJOOiJ28 000035 000039 000032 000035 000032 000043
71 000029 000035 000038 OCOO42 000040 000035 000032 000033 000031 000042
81 000028 000033 i)OOO41 OCC048 000042 000047 0000lt2 NHJiiJ31 (;,00052 000049
91 000033 000045 000031 000041 000049 000045 000046 000050 000040 000040
101 000052 000044 000049 C(SOO36 OOC~67 ~(jOO51 OC0050 0(;00lt8 ('100053 000031
111 000052 ~OiJi;)69 000047 OCiOO55 (04)069 000062 000062 000049 000041 000061
121 000061 (00065 000062 000066 000059 000061 000063 000068 000063 000064
131 000064 aOOO69 DJDrJlO72 (;C()O 74 OOufJ71 COOO64 QUOO14 OCOO80 0;00015 000084
141 OtlO069 (;0(;082 NJl:lII03 01:10U13 000073 000087 000088 000096 000095 000091
151 000105 000111 000113 OOOOS8 000123 000101 000132 000117 COO13Ct 000118
161 000117 000146 ~OQJ153 r>C;0159 000145 (FOOl53 000187 {lOQ155 tOO186 000172
171 000201 000207 000221 000243 000214 000203 000225 (;00234 000266 000276
181 tJOfJ259 000291 tj00l259 Ot0214 00(\)311 (li,(iJ0353 gQö369 y{0362 UOU39Ci 000395
191 000436 000408 C00368 000322 00029~ 000205 000198 000139 000122 000106
2Jl OtlOfl96 ~t;ll)~72 ~~O079 t;f.J;Oti 6 9 OUtHJ62 000070 000070 uCOijj62 COOO78 000056 I
211 000069 000076 (;00018 000073 000074 000015 000111 000096 000081 000088 ~0'\
221 000088 COi\J014 00)102 O@OO<;S 00(')«)86 ~;\)OO81 OCOO11 (1(;00<31 OJ)uu11 000099 I
231 000086 f)OOO99 !)O~109 000116 000106 000094 000117 000095 0..>012., 0000<;1
241 000116 000124 000101 OC012S 000116 000108 000121 t'00146 CU0124 000138
",1::1 «)0@159 ~QÜ123 D00141 000161 6)ijO 144 000161 (100151 C)(:;;C160 (lö~~n63 000164, ... .l!.
261 000113 ~OO166 000157 000119 1)00169 (00201 OOOlC;O 0(021<; 000184 000212
271 000230 000227 000258 0(0246 000233 000271 000281 oe0281 000312 000334
281 000328 iJlUl()337 000335 ©~o371 UO([)381 tOO4{\7 ;)00461 (5:tJ0441 000538 0004'95
291 000515 000610 000647 000644 000188 000754 000864 000862 000886 001000
301 000939 000902 000902 oC0864 öCh~763 ~OO135 O(!@151 ONJ831 tHJg863 000904
311 Ciuv991 Jri." c-~ .. ,A ~ I. . ;i<<<~11 11 ..., 1 OCJ1219 iJO 125 3 t't!"1261 001114 000961 000198 000563I\dIV.lUL"'l' IJ'V.l!..l!."-JI.
321 000335 000118 000011 OCOO36 000010 000002 000000 000000 000000 000000
331 «()OöOOO oOOOfH) Cd)0000 rwuooo {)OOCOO 000000 000000 OCCoOl COOOOl 000000
341 000000 tJOOOO cooooo 000000 000001 000000 000000 ocoooo 000000 000000
351 OOODOO <oOO((,!)O ~O()OOO lJoaOOO OiOOOCC O~O(HJCj 000000 OClOO,oC 000000 000000
361 ~ooooo 000000 000000 ocoooo 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
311 000001 000000 000000 000000 CHjDOOu ~OOOoG ~OOO()O O(COuO ~OOOO! oo~O@O
381 (JOOOO~ \:00000 1)00001 ooOOtUJ 000000 (;00002 000000 000000 000000 000000
391 000000 000000 000001 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 ooopoo 000000
CHANNEl CONTENT:
SAMPLE A 1 III
1 (&0 36tU;p OoCOfJO OOi>OOf) ttioOOO OffJOOö© tf~li)OÜO O~~CöC O~OOOtJ ~OrHJIOO
11 000002 ,1)00031 1)0002<; 000036 000036 000034 000028 GOOG' 3"~ 000025 000030
21 t)OO~34 (>COO21 CHJOO22 OCOO24 l)OOO2Q o(J(}021 000026 000029 000012 000030
31 000023 000030 000024 000025 00002<:7 000036 000018 000021 000021 OOU}024
41 ijOOO25 OOO()27 rH)~C22 OtU024 00003(', tH}OO32 000035 O(:'J)U28 000026 000029
51 000024 00a029 000026 000033 000027 000032 000034 OC0028 000034 000029
61 000032 )00030 CiDJC41 ßj(;iO©2<:) il)·)~03e 'LhJ(O;~3~ Q«}OfJ29 leHJ 24 ~O~O45 000031
11 000031 000(1)24 000045 O'O~38 000034 (100036 000040 OCiOO31 GOOOlti: 000038
81 OOCl)31 ()t;OO35 tOi)(B<:) ~CO~45 OOtiC34 (100Q42 Ö©~Q46 @((hj35 000036 000032
91 U~OO43 :~OOO55 ~O() 045 000044 000046 000052 000044 000051 000046 000056
101 000042 00004<:) 000041 000051 000053 000038 000(147 tEl~fJö44 000043 OUOr)48
111 000053 000048 itOiJö65 \)00048 tlOCH163 (00058 000Q49 ~ltQEJ46 COOO5S 000052
121 000050 000055 000054 000039 000064 000059 000056 DOO063 000065 000066
131 ÖOO:J65 fJOo011 ~Ot)044 O~OO66 i!)OC~6~ ~~Cl!Ja2 000078 m,(lt183 ~OO(l88 000071
141 ~OO083 000083 000081 000076 000071 000094 000012 000086 00008'3 000,085
151 000099 000091 000102 00tl113 OO@(y94 Q(f;0125 O(löH~4 (()C{i;136 "~il)134 O'~Ol13
161 000134 0@0131 000166 OCJ16{") ~:)gO 161 ~\}C151 000166 (00144 0OOl<;~ 000119
111 000201 00011<:) DOO218 000234 000224 000216 000246 000211 00022:; 000242
181 ©OO248 1)00248 c!l)~294 @~Ö284 \lOt) 336 (1'00346 OOv332 (+tO 3:;4 thj\\}3<:)2 Oö0382
191 000381 a00315 (;.00346 (}i'ln~?J:; 000262 .:=.1"\" ~~ ~- 000198 000149 000130 000113_.- ----' VVV t:..:J '"t
201 000108 ~©Ou72 OOlH:b81 ~\ivU12 ;lfJij,n1 e ~CÖ<a71 (}0@068 Ot;(;078 ~i)O(J5<; 000014
211 00007(', ,J(;,1J097 oOG012 OC,J014 000073 nOO015 000073 0(:0016 000098 00006<;
i
.z::-
221 000082 DOOI09 000112 000083 000018 000082 000095 Ü(}C091 ül'}Ott95 QOO~)88
.....
I
231 (~OVl)87 1)00092 000114 tHH){)90 OlJtn~1 !;JQ 110 000106 llJ(;(I113 (i()0121 OOOl)<:)4
241 COO129 U00121 CDO-oS6 000117 000112 000132 000133 (00138 000120 000121
251 ©tlO148 it~©132 L&O~ 14t1 f-:J. PölF;J" "1l -a ". 'iJ~!i) 151 (0100152 ~Hj1J117 3 169 (;,J01 <:)2 000151V\\J'Y A.::J CI
261 @(,:)161 000181 000156 000208 000207 000181 000193 CH)0185 Of)020C 000256
211 (>00235 000203 000234 000218 000265 ©\i0261 t:~HBu4 {;'[1Ü255 308 cOQZ81
281 tHj10321 (.,~g(J325 cOIJ358 uttl392 :JiJ0391 t.J;t)($ 42<; o Ci ...., 449 't't©419 000461 00053'9
291 000563 000571 000629 000642 ':)0075 t; 000161 000714 (905 COO<:)5t 000945
3tll Oijij91f! ~©Q9~5 GO\l917 @C0825 \Ö~i{)18(, 1;00167 UC0146 <i}{~C 158 jjiiJ082.3 000921
311 001016 001076 001174 001186 001279 001293 001136 00095<:) 0OO75ü 000591
321 000339 000187 COh}079 f)ijf}ij39 (JI\)tljC 11 C{CC@3 i\JtHS(JC3 GKt;t~tJl UlZH)()( GO~O:uO
331 @oOOÜl (OO()@O ~OOOij( t/(OtHJ© g;;OtjOOt1 [ß.OOOOO 000000 000000 (;00000 000000
341 000000 000000 tOOOoo 000001 000000 COOOOO 000000 000000 (10000(; {;~OOOOO
351 o01}~tH:~ f}©©OiJO DOOOf)U OC'CHHW tH1OOUO t)itJOOOO 00000(; {tyOiU lElÖo(J(j; oOOOOCl
361 000000 (!OOOOO 000000 OCOOO(; 000000 000000 000000 cooaoo 000000 000000
311 OOO~t)O )t}iOOili) tJO~OOp' OC:~OOC OiJOtOOC OUOCOö OGOOOO '0('00(30 GijijOOtj O(;OOO~J
381 000000 (00000 vOOOOO 000000 000000 (:00000 000000 0(0000 000000 000000
391 000002 000000 000000 0(:0000 OOOOOC 000000 Oi:jOCÜÜ ij{udtn ~};)O{;;OtJ (lf)~)l\Jy 1
CHA~NEl CONTENT: SAMPlE A 2 I
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221 COOO42 000022 000039 öC0037 000041 000040 000041 000Q49 000051 000030
231 ~C:;)041 )(;{;\)39 000045 ©itDOt.'l39 UOO043 (;100044 fJOtJ053 (;;(;;0044 {}'10063 Ol:HJ052
241 000060 000055 000056 I)COO66 000054 000053 000055 OVOO63 000055 000064
251 000074 000085 000@16 ~t(;:i)81 \\;!~IgfJ 81 (;>OO~12 itJtiO@18 i[)(to82 (if)t)0 97 000080
261 ©OOlO1 ©OOl11 C:00091 OOlH02 DüJlt) 2 i)OO121 000129 000111 000142 OOOli.42
211 000151 000139 000143 000111 DOO186 000190 000193 000221 000223 000251
281 rOfl252 1)0(;)259 C'OO299 O{D341 tmt)282 OOrl354 OO(J389 \'](,0425 (100461 ~Öti521
291 000554 000616 000665 000106 ,,)00851 000921 000960 000995 001014 001055
301 ()@1153 tHH123 0012g9 fHH 12ft i\JdlO11 ~'HJl~22 iU«U ti 30 r'HH110 gi\l1198 001254
311 001430 001521 001515 001562 001680 001648 001512 001391 001119 000<;02
321 000595 000354 000193 CCOO91 DOOO36 000016 OCOtC4 iJ(;ijij9}1 öUO~t;fj 000000
331 000000 OOOOvO 000003 ~tOooo tHJtlOCCl CWOOUO l)uQCOO r·({WU1 tOOOC1 (HJOOOO
341 000000 000000 OOOOCf; 000000 000000 000000 000001 OCOOOO 000000 000000
351 uOOrH»O )11)0000 OO~OlJC lH:JijOOO Ji)O~öOtJ 000000 000000 CftiiJiJO ÖQi{)ÖOO 000001
361 vOODOO :)00000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000........ 000000 000000 000001 ,,,\ f":, f\ i'Ia ,'l t(JfrJ@QO© t:OO'i)~C I~COCCO (;üt'h100 OOUf}4)ö OOO~f)O;)/J. VVVVV1b1
381 tH')OO,OO ~t',jOO1 000000 0:000'00 1)00000 000000 O\}OOOO 000000 000000 000000
391 000000 000001 000000 ((0001 conooc 000000 000000 OCOOOO 000001 OOOOOtJ
CHANNEl CONTENT: SAMPlE C 1 IU
1 ~@36Q{j )OOf);)O ~noorm ©~OOOCl OOOOOtJ vöOfJil)ö 000000 OoCOCO 00000(; 000000
11 000000 000021 000036 000034 00002'9 000030 000026 000030 00OO3Ci 000038
21 000030 000038 000018 000036 tguOO2t C>;GOtllS (UWC31 0(;;0031 OOO($3C 0OOO3Jt
31 (~(H)033 ©~OY37 ~OOO24 OojlO28 fiOO024 000029 ÖOO04O 000031 0OO02S 000028
41 000026 000029 000039 000021 000024 000044 000033 000045 000030 000044
5.1 (HJOO34 000\)36 ~Gfj031 tt>OOO32 000039 000043 000031 ()CU043 ~tlOC34 OtJOO49
61 000056 000035 000045 000045 000041 000036 000043 000051 000031 000052
71 000051 000036 ~OOO43 !HHlY61 OOO\O5~ 000($51 OeWti55 (J(~OO51 (;;€10(;;57 000057
81 000:)55 ~OilJ059 UJOl1057 liOOG58 000071 000058 000061 000066 000056 000010
91 000065 000074 000059 000063 000070 000085 000064 @OC062 000(;80.1 000066
ItJl ~OO;)75 000069 000i093 000\)75 000088 tJOOO99 000086 tJOC018 OOOen4 000083
111 000091 000100 000106 000104 ',)00098 000104 000121 000100 000111 000119
121 \)00126 @OC120 OO()14C lJOC142 000142 ti00 139 000125 O(iul1 e 000140 000141
131 000193 000155 000110 000169 000174 000176 000192 000169 000171 000219
141 ~)OO200 DJu0205 (;d~() 225 OG022Ci ;i)4j~ 218 (,(l0248 O«H)258 tC0251 GOO211 000302
151 000308 (\00314 000311 000350 000344 000385 000421 000444 000423 000509
161 000502 000569 000581 000662 OOJtJ653 000143 000174 Oe;;C895 (HJ0952 001'021
171 ~(J1139 '001193 NH314 001338 001489 lJ01461 (;101491 001605 00116-; 001.821
181 001823 ')02065 002292 002405 002599 002740 002898 003022 003134 003283
191 ~O3151 tHJJ3239 G03036 ©G272<t 002456 (llC 2039 001581 C01196 00Q849 000542 6\",'1
201 000319 000233 000131 000087 ;)00048 000021 000039 000035 000030 000036 \0I
211 000031 OOOt)24 tHHHJ33 u©OO31 ~)~~(j2 <; ~öO;~33 ,HJIiJ!O21 ifJ>(:iiJ036 ijl1)OO3l ~COÖ33
221 000036 )00035 000032 "OaU48 O'J0031 000030 000046 000039 000038 000059
231 000046 OC0051 000055 000043 000056 000056 000059 000055 000059 OOU054
241 000057 nlO©053 {;)Ot)066 Q(HJ073 000059 000071 0\\;0064 ötllJ()65 000064 000063
251 000081 000068 000081 OC0063 iJOO015 000091 000074 000096 000092 000092
261 f)OO125 gö012:E) ~~Ol~2 tWIJ091 ~iOOl13 O«)~116 9(J0124 OC::€] 121 Ö«J0148 000141
271 (100154 0010151 000166 000184 000161 000189 000199 000205 000206 000238
281 000251 000271 000245 000276 O~O311 tH'JtJ 33<1 (0(0401 C'(1:Cb399 e,O@48(J 000494
291 [jOC582 il}OO573 1:;,00640 EHH1113 000813 CG0858 OaOS18 t'Gil<386 (101043 001125
3)1 001164 001142 Ü01115 001119 001030 001070 001035 001153 001219 001366
311 @01473 Dii1601 Dill 511 ©tb1129 ''lQ1669 ~O1603 O(~15~1 oü1283 001106 YU0851
321 000591 000313 000192 000095 000031 COOO13 000001 000002 0<00004 000000
331 000000 000002 000000 ~OOOOO \!)öOOO 1 {lUOCOllJ auOliJ01 ü(-\tOUO {gl}J~u1 OÖOOOO
341 (IGOOOO tHjuOOO ~iÖ!) O;!j(jl 000001 OOOOOC tj;OOOOO 000000 OCOOOl 000000 000000
351 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 OOOOO(J, 000000
361 (gOöEJOC l>OOOJ.}g 'IJj)OO~ \)00001 030000 UOOOOO O©OOOO (J(}COOCl OOO(}O(; 000000
311 000000 000000 000000 000001 000001 000001 000000 000000 000001 000000
381 000000 tH)~06W lJm.H)OD OOOOoij (JOOOuC öOOOOO OCIiJ~OO @\jOöCO ÖGötüt 000000
391 (1)(50000 )(}üOtH) 00()(JO1 l}OOOOO -000000 000000 000000 000002 000000 000000
CHlNNEl CONTENT: SAMPLE C2 I
1 003600 O'JOOOO 000000 OCOOOO 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
11 OOOOtH) 000004 000008 tHHHH)3 OflOOO2 01,)0001 00\1004 OfJOOO4 000003 000005
21 000002 OCOO02 000004 000001 000004 000001 000000 000002 000001 000000
31 000003 tJOOOO2 tHll) 005 OtyOOOl ö il)uOO3 000002 000001 OtQOO6 000002 000004
41 000004- ![)O~g02 000004- 000001 000002 000001 000000 000002 000000 000001
51 000002 000004 000001 000001 000003 000004 000002 OCOOOl OOOOOC 000003
61 ~OOOO6 iCJlJöijl) 2 t}0f)OO3 oOC)()0 5 !)OOOOO 000005 000004 000002 000004 000006
71 000002 000002 000004 000001 000001 000001 000006 000006 000005 000003
81 000003 ~OOOO3 000002 DCHHH)8 {ji i) l)00 4 000005 OtlOO.,2 000006 000004 000001
91 000001 000006 000006 000004 000009 000002 000011 000008 000004 000008
UU 000013 Ot'OOJ9 fHHH~l)4 ötlOOO4 000001 öootJoe 000009 0(0012 000005 000001
111 000005 )0")012 000013 000013 ;Q00OO6 COOOll 000015 000013 OOOOO~ 000011
121 000013 000026 000022 000012 000018 ~Oö013 OQ0024 OCoo18 ~'OOO22 000020
131 000011 J~OO34 000033 IH10031 000025 000032 000028 00«1032 (100040 000036
141 000048 000039 000·046 000048 00006(1 COOO55 000047 000068 . 000051 000068
151 000081 ~OOO11 000085 ©OOO15 000074 uoo082 000105 COO091 000111 000123
161 000119 000131 000141 OC0160 000162 000238 000181 000239 000215 000293
171 000349 000414 (;00492 t$ij0514 ~JOO595 000563 @CC515 000567 000564 Ö(;@581
181 000605 000641 000612 OOC:728 000870 000999 001132 001331 00158C 001821
191 001964 002127 . 002084 002141 001936 001588 001304 000923 000611 "C043')
201 ©OO212 ~(lO167 vOD081 O{;,OC33 l){)OO14 000008 000001 000000 000000 OOOU03 I
211 000000 000002 000000 000004 000003 000002 000005 000002 000002 000000 0\0
221 ouOO04 oOOOiJ2 l)O~OO3 000004 000005 ~©OOO4 tlOOOO2 OCiOö02 000001 000003 I
231 ~O()tJ05 000008 L'O)OO4 UOOO01 000004 (JOOOO 5 000001 000005 OOOOO~ 000010
241 000002 000007 000008 000008 000001 000009 O~OCC8 0'0012 000011 000010
251 ijOOU13 000005 COOO17 000020 000013 tjJijOO25 000014 000011 000023 000021
261 000019 000030 000025 DOOO19 000023 000024 000035 000021 000026 000024
211 ~COl)39 jJOt~025 QiijOO39 ÖOÖ~51 ij4)~o53 t;~OC38 (l4}C'054 000059 000055 000050
281 000057 000065 000011 000018 000065 000085 000084 000131 000125 000121
291 000141 000162 000190 000218 CO~252 COO305 öOO338 öC0428 000488 00052,.
301 000619 000581 000511 000547 000457 COO389 000356 000330 0OO39~ 0004194
311 000557 000621 000169 000902 001023 001091 001126 001094 OO~OI3 000157
321 t)C0501 otlO291 O,i)j) 138 cGö053 000011 uuOOC 1 000001 000000 GOOOOO 000000
331 000000 000001 000000 000000 000000 000001 000000 000000 000000 000000
341 000000 \)00000 Q·OOOOO rPOüOOO \1)0000(1 00010(#0 OOOGCl tlOOOOO 000000 OOCOUO
351 00000t. }(jOOtH) not)ooo O(!I)OUO 000000 000000 000000 OCiOOOO 000000 000000
361 000001 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 600000 00000(;, 000000
371 OOG~(j;O iJOOOOO ülf)OOOO CltHHHH OOOOO{l thJOOOO 000000 0041000 000001 000U02
381 000000 uOOOOl 000000 000000 00000(1 000000 000000 000001 000000 000001
391 @OO~OO ~OOUl)O U(;\JO~O fJOGCOO OOOOOG COO~uCl O~O{lOO OCQüOl GOOCOO 000000
CHANNEl CONTENT: SAMPLE C 2. 11
1 003600 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 ol)~(CtJ 000000
11 tJ('H)~Ot iJl)OOiJ1 000002 OClJOOO3 000000 GOOOCO 000004- 0(0002 000003 000003
21 000002 000003 000000 OCOOO2 000002 000004 000002 000003 000001 000001
31 000002 ;)OOOU2 J)ij()OO 1 000002 000003 ('(lOGO 2 OaOOO3 000000 (100002 000001
41 OOOOC3 )O{)tI)U3 tJOQOO3 000001 000001 000001 000000 000000 000003 000002
51 000002 ,)00003 000002 000004 000001 oooooe OCOtlO3 OCOOOO COO~02 000002
61 000004 ~OOO!l4 0001002 oCtH)OO (1)0003 (,00005 000008 ()(iOOOl Oaö(l(;j(l 000001
71 000005 000002 000005 000003 000005 000001 000003 000001 000002 000003
81 000004- ~t)OÖ\)3 tOClOD2 ~oOOÖIt 000002 000006 000004 0(,0003 t)OOCiO~
91 ©00003 000006 000006 000003 000001 000008 000002 000008 000005 000005
11)1 tCO~11 gCO~~1 ('000U6 iJttto10 l\JOtU)C c; tH)ClijlC ~(llHa4 {jCÖOO9 (HJOOll 000001
111 000010 000013 000012 OCOD08 000014 GOOO12 000006 000011 COCOll 0001001
121 000013 000020 000014 OGOO20 000025 (illj(Nll 000023 OU}Ol? Oilt)019 (4)0019
131 000029 .iJOOO24 OJU034 OClJ021 ODOC33 000u21 0'0021 iJuOO21 000040 000035
141 000039 OJ0031 000044 OC004B 000054 000055 000054 000061 000059 0001059
151 OOO~60 r)(h"JO91 000086 O~tJ82 f')OÖ~85 000011 000091 00Cl11 OaUIlC 000141
161 000136 000136 000112 000169 000182 000196 000226 000232 000241 000311
111 000350 000450 ~OO430 ij(j«j) 540 <)00556 tOO51E ()(10625 OCt54C Oof)53t1 OO~I604
181 000625 uO~646 000644 000192 Z;f.H) 883 001011 001126 001351 001511 001113
191 001930 (;02090 002086 002053 0Ol~25 001580 001215 000952 000623 000422 !
201 foOO293 ;iui1J157 UOOO96 Dt'0040 j)JUtJ15 ('OlO~12 000001 OCiOOCf4 CQO(W2 000000 0'\
-"
211 (,00003 000000 000003 000001 000005 000003 000000 000005 000006 000004 I
221 @Ot}O©5 ~(H)y()4 \JiI~;)O© 5 ~\OOO@4 thJGC06 tOOOO3 gGO~04 CfJOOOl GOOOO1 000005
231 00U002 )OOöt)4 001)002 000006 (H)OOO5 00000 a 000006 t)(J(lOO5 000003 OOOO() 8
241 000005 000007 000001 000013 000016 000015 000011 000010 ~OnOI3 000008
?1l:;'1 "'"Ol"U'';\,o)0 ){hJOl a uuOO12 lHHHH7 l)O~H:H6 lJOOCH8 000016 22 OOOC19 000024--' ... ~"-J'V~vu
261 000022 COOO24 000025 0(0022 000021 000024- 000030 000028 000025 000036
211 ~lö~!)32 J©t)\1)43 GO!)033 Otiu049 (:)vu036 ©OC048 l;)~OO56 0(;(1u52 OOUtl10 000064
281 OOt)1l63 ',1]0068 l.>OOCl88 000092 000081 000082 000103 000100 000101 000102
291 000150 000148 000165 oe0209 00025t (hOO211 CClO346 000451 000415 OO~545
301 000599 Ov~616 000512 tWn531 000482 iJ0040 1 000340 OC0342 000331 000439
311 ©OtJ489 !)t~U63~ l:OC!144 }t0908 ,\)01031 ti01141 001198 001166 tJOQ931 000189
321 0004913 (100320 0\)0145 000062 000019 000005 000001 000001 000000 000000
331 000001 000001 000000 000001 000001 O(()OOOQ 000000 Of;JCOOO o~ocoo oc~ooo
341 1\)00000 j'H1OOOO t<tnooo C\ooooo 000000 000000 000000 000001 OOOOOC 000000
351 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000001 000000 000000
361 {)OuU01 j)~OO~O ilOI»OOO ~Ol)f}OO 000000 000000 000000 OuOOOl 000000 000000
371 000000 000001 000000 OCiOOOO 000000 000000 000000 000000 000003 000000
381 000000 000000 000000 000000 OOOGOC 000000 000001 000001 000000 000001
391 000001 }OOOiJO OI}{)OOO OOOOOu 000001 000000 000001 000000 000001 000000
CHANNEL CeNTENT: SAMPlE C 2 In
1 003600 000000 000000 0(0000 000000 000000 000000. 000000 000000 000000
11 ~)OO\)UÖ tv 0100rn ~H.HH'05 Oc;~OOe} 000001 tuotU) 3 000001 000002 OOOtn:n 000000
21 000004 000005 000000 000004 000002 000003 000001 000001 000002 000002
31 000001 OCO(H) 2 iJlOOOO2 COoOt)1 tiOCC02 eooooc ettHHH OfJOu06 fjelOOfJl tlOöOO2
41 ~OOO(iJO (»00003 OCHH)()l j)(jl{)OÖ6 OtlOO02 000002 000003 000001 000002 000002
51 000004 000001 000002 000000 000004 000002 000001 OOOOö3 fi01()(;;() 1 000001
61 D©Ol)tJ4 tH,vOO3 ~OOOO3 O(H~OiJ 3 ©tHlOOC oOP'f)OO Qü~OO5 ÖOCOC4 f:hJOO~4 000001
11 000·)01 nOGa08 000002 000003 000005 COOO04 000002 000003 000005 000004
81 OOO:O©3 ;gQt)O!} 9 l:HHU)0 2 i) (1!:JO 1«: ,]O©t.t:2 OOOiJOl u:rlO,[jö2 OtOOO3 ~gOO(;3 000\104
91 DthV)04 1')00010 000005 000006 000005 000001 000008 000001 000006 000001
HH 000001 000011 000009 000007 000006 OOOUO., ö()OO10 ti~OOO8 0900lt, 000012
111 uOOO17 00(1013 tH1OOO8 DLHHH4 UiJOO14 0000U1 OCOO12 OCOO15 fJtOOO11 000011
121 OOChl18 000012 000019 0(;0010 000028 000014 000022 000031 000031 000019
131 lJOOO22 O~OQJ21 fl'OiJö 2it ltOO29 tl}OliJil)3fJ "diCOO29 0(;0031 O<1Qc30 O,fhlc36 000045
141 000045 000038 000048 000050 000052 000061 000060 000063 000014 000068
151 000019 :)00081 000099 aCWu19 l!,}UiQ{!:86 \}<jJOC9~ {i;kJ~Hl93 :;)*10111 CJthJ99 000115
161 (jC'0131 nOLJl15 "'):J 161 OCti15G J©f) 183 t!~OI97 000206 000245 000261 000311
111 000349 00J441 000396 DOO531 0<10535 000580 000585 oe0511 000564 oO~589
181 f)OÖ569 ;),,)41655 ()@~ 735 000194 i.W0924 (W0933 oQl1lt1 t'101344 001558 001102
191 001911 001.,81 002106 002083 j)01809 001619 a0134() 000955 000614 000466
201 0410293 9U1;)165 rJtH074 (;J(i()©39 ~jiJ@1jJ 11 r~o,!j((ja 'U(!ii) 002 ()t~Uii)2 C©oOC3 ~}gOOOO I0\
211 000;)03 ,:lO~Qi)l D©CH)):)4 " 00000 \)00001 000003 000003 000003 000003 000006 I\)I
221 000004- 000004 000002 OCOO02 OOQC05 000002 Oli)vC05 ~{OOt;1 ((jOtJ~~1 öOuOOIt
231 00U001 «)00005 tiO()OO3 ClGOOO5 l'Jt)üOu5 t?OOt)i) 5 000006 (;;(;0004 000004 000012
241 000006 000006 000008 000013 000008 000008 000005 000009 000013 000011
251 00(1)16 Yf)OU13 1.HHH}12 U(j(j011 "JO'O~l ~ ()OOtlO ~ {Jeü012 öt(UH S G{)t}024 000025
261 000020 OO()i)25 000011 000021 000027 000029 n(\nn~J:. 000037 i"\J"l I\. " .I, 'I 000025'!,J Yt"" 'W-'''' lIJ"'vv~",
211 000032 ')00031 DOO041 000040 f~~t}04<; Ci)\)Ö4C OU@C11 000062 000041 000051
281 (HjfJ~61 CC{}(r) 8~ COiJi)68 'H~fJ060 gJü086 ©OOO93 0{;0101 000123 0OO10~ 000122
291 000151 :)00157 000169 000204 000212 000298 J{)0342 000408 000415 000528
3\)1 @C0518 L){..h)608 iJO{) 589 uot;514 öOU484 1;00374 000349 f)(i0350 000381 000442
311 000496 fJiOÜ611 oa01~1 ']00897 001042 001163 001161 001092 000910 nOO?11
321 000536 OO€J329 ~::O~ 16t: iJOCfiJ72 ©J-Jt035 ()OQOO~ vOuuG;(j '['Q~gÖ2 ö!)Oööl (Ju'l)IOO 1
331 000002 (4){lO{J,g rHlO(H:'2 000003 :i)i)OOOl 000001 000000 000000 00000(; 000000
341 000000 000000 000000 OOOOOl 0:),0000 000000 000000 OOO©Cf<J c!)«)OO( OoUgOU
351 ijtjfii) {py iJlKJ(;,gtü nOi)C~~o IH.HWi)O :H)I)öO© ftOOOOO vCH.HJvO 0\100(0 COOCiOl OOOuOO
361 000000 DOOOOO 000000 000000 oC);)()OC 000001 000000 000000 000000 000000
311 ~Oal)(JO J(91}©()J tH.i1 ) fJ j} 1 uuOOOO t)@ü@!l) 1 ©:iilOuyCl ~~~QOl OC~OO~) OOO()CCi 000000
381 ~JYYuOU ,)t!i(;Od{) 000000 OCOOO1 ()fOvoao DOOO02 000000 000000 OOOOO(j 000001
391 000001 OOOOD~) 000000 000000 000000 i(jOO~OC tt~:m(,to ö(OOO<') 000000 OOUOOu
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APPEND IX II:
Data Reported by the Laboratories
Remark: The ipectra A2 I and B2 111 were not used for
evalution. Therefore da ta reported on these
spectra are put in brackets.
LABORATORY CODE: D
RESULTS OF THE ALPHA SPECTRA EVALUATION.
PEAK
AREA Pu-238 Pu.... 239 + Pu-240
SAMPLE CcountsJ Ccounts.J
I ____:3.o.l2l.__ __•..flli1.6___
A I II ____3.22:1-1.__ .....ß..Q5.3____
UI ........3.19_Q.Q...... ......9.lle.........
I ....J.l,65_0..l1_ ..J1L4..~2.L.:._
A 2 II _..__2.~2_o...~ .... ...._§JJi~_ .......
ur ..___~~]]_o.._ .. ...._~..4.l2__.._
I 83081 29729
------------ ------------
B I II 70309 36317------------- ------------
IU 69060 30956------------ ------------
,
I 73618 33739-------'----- --_._--------
B 2 n 71284 33052
------------- -------------
III ..__LQ~.a2.4.1_ C2~llil ......-
I ____22li7.__ _Q.G.~---_ ..
c I U _......2§.5..tl.~_.. _~g~9.9...9.-- .._-
IU _..__~2!L4.fL_ ..1223.2_..__
I 17128 34478------------ --_..._-------
C 2 II 16564 28829_...----------
___an________




RESULTS OF THE ALPHA SPECTRA EVALUATION.
"
PEAK
AREA Pu-238 Pu;.;. 239 0+- Pu-240
SAMPLE Ccounts J C counts.,]
I 44242 11177------------ --.-.--------
A t II 44683 11285---------"':""'...- --.---------
IU 44731 10961_________-.l! __ _..._---------
I _:...(.Al2~~_ -.-~l.0.526~--
I
A 2 II ____UQ~ ..- _.__l.aAJi4.___
UI ____4.16lJ.......: ...__l.o.A..o.:3.___
1 __l_oJ.1.§]__- . ___~4J.:Z.l ___
I
B I II __1.9_l§.95__.." ___~.4;..4.l2 ___
IU __1.°_cig1.9___ __...~~_41.1.___
1 ___..7_1~2.:L __ ___2§§_l7.___
B 2 11 77446 ___~§§_cz.~ ___--------,...---
111 (81167) (39'059 )------------ ------------
I 46010 "79664---------...~- . _._----------
C I U ____4.6.1lii.__ _._-7.~---
IU ____4.fi2.BL.. _.--7.rJJ:J-~---
I ___1.3.1§]___ ••_,;3,52..6.5.___
C2 II ___1-_'1~22___ ••_~5.J..Q.4.--_






RESULTS OF THE ALPHA SPECTRA EVALUATION.
PEAK
AREA Pu-238 Pu"'239 + Pu-240
SAMPLE CcountsJ CcountsJ
I ____4.:i.4-ll__ ---J..l5.l!1___
A 1 U ____t15.4ß..'i__ ___ll'L9.Q___
IU ____t15.3.!.1__ ' ___l.J.5.Q9___
"
I - ------------- ------------




B 1 n 101020 ___1_6_~1S? ___------------;
In 99715 46548------------ -------------
I ____1.59.5..6.__ ..--~.6.':1-7-2---
B 2 U ____11Q.6..8...._ ---:3.6.9A.~---
~U ------=----- ------------
I ____4.4~§_Et ..._ __;"82324.___
c 1 ,n ____'221_4..__ ___§liQ.;L--
IU ____1222].__ ___$?113..'2.Q___
I ____l2§2J___ ___22_42.§___
c 2 11 19709 ·35254------------- _......---------
III 19736 35309-----------.. ------------
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LABORATORY CODE: GJ
RESULTS OF TUE ALPHA SPECTRA EVALUATION.
PEAK




A J 11 41217 12708------------ ------------





111 41020 10378------------ ------------
I ___.9~i2..§~___ ___45.9..4.4.___
B J II ___.9Ju.1.?___ ___4.5..u2..:..__
III ___.9_4§§1___ ___4.5_9~1 ___
I ___]_~§2___ ___2..§.?J_L.___
B 2 U 76654 36845------------ ------------
III (77839) __(~2~}_~L. __------------
I 44005 81292------------ ------------
C J 11 ___LU:ZJ___ __..aJ.~ ___
III ___.4..4.4.16___ __.ß.l.;..2..4.---
I ___li5.2.2___ __..3.4.9B-~---
c 2 II ___J..cl'2.21___ __..3.4B..7.ß.--_
111 ___1-~i2.9..Q___ __.J.4.6.3~ ___
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LABORATORY CODE: CJ
RESULTS OF THE ALPHA SPECTRA EVALUATION.
PEAK




A J II ____1~.t~cz. .... ___l).l;b~.._..
III 46184 ___1-]).;.1.1..__.-_ .........._-------
I (41026) __i1-.?J.~~l_ ..-_ .....---------




B J II __~Q2.o_42. .._ ___.f1.J..'Z.6S......
III ......J...Q.12J..Ei.._ . .__..Jß2.42......
I _......1'125_~ __ __...3_6..IQZ__..
B 2 n __..~LI1-]J~_ .. _....2]J;..,~g__..
IU ...._CI.I§..4..~l_ __i23..lg21__
I 46448 '82886............_'..D _______ _______ßIIIO=O_.."",""""
C J n 46272 83265
------------ .....__......-_...-.."...".""'"
IU 4-6635 82952=='===.....~======= ------.,..----""'"
I ..__..l9.6..6..'L__ ......:3~~;i......




RESULTS OF TI1E ALPHA SPECTRA EVALUATION •.
~ ---------=----1 ,'--
PEAK
AREA Pu-238 Pu"'239 + Pu-240
SAMPLE CcountsJ r counta.:7
-
I 41467 7388------------ ---.--------
A J II 41797 7651----------- -----_._--_.........
III ___~J..ß..!l'3. ___ _____7.2.oZ.__
I _;.t.4lQ_4.<l1__ __llQ.QZ3J.._
A 2 11 ___4.9135_1___ ____]..Q2.§.5___
III ___412Ji9.___ ____l2123___
I ___2'§]-4.~ ___ ___27.]],)___
B I 11 97287 36726
------------- ------------
III 95832 36751------------ ------------
-
I 77078 36293------------- ------------
B 2 II ___11.l5.~ ___ ___...'3.6AZZ..__
111 ...J.1.9.5.l7.1__ __.Li~:Z.:7l~-
I ___.4-5.3..5..l___ ____142.6.9.__
c I 11 ___4.5_t4.~ ___ ____14.Qß~__
III __•.12J~.~2___ ____111sL1.__
I __..!:~~1~1 ___ ___21.22..:1.__
c 2 11 19790 ·34825------------ -------------
111 19804 34824------------ ----_ ....._--_ ......-
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LABORATORY CODE: Q
RESULTS OF !HE ALPHA SPECTRA EVALUATION.
PEAK
AREA Pu-238 Pu""239 + Pu-No
SAMPLE C:counts:J CCOUI'ltS]
I 49662 12528------------ _.....-"'!'"--------
A t II ___5..ol.5.5___ __..;_12..8ß..9.__
III ___5..cü3.7___ ____12.3_cu__
I __L1§J•.2,Q.t_ ___(.115..9.11_
A 2 II ___.1.9_~§.§___ ____19...6J..,2=...
IIr __..11..4.g§___ ____12)..2.2_._
I 104380 49417------------ ---------_-... ......
B I II 104940 ..__..1~)..~~__------------
III 102990 49239------------ ---'---------
-
I ___ .1.:7....'3.6~ ___ _..__~fJ::l.ß.6- ..
B 2 II ___1]..l~1.. __ ,....__'3.6-g..9.4....=
IU _Ll.9_4..Q.'Z.91._ .___'-412.421_
I ___.1&5-.22___ 80___8.4.22.2__
c I u ___j]_I~.1-___ _......J25.P_~l __
IU ___1]1.~1___ _._....f2~§.9_Q. __
I ___l3_II~___ .35407------------
C 2 II 19849 :35341---_..... __ .....- ......- ----------_....
ur 19842 35'265---_.....__ ....._---. _._----------
-
LABORATORY CODE: W
RESULTS OF THE ALPHA fPECTRA EVALUATION.
PEAK
AREA Pu-238· Pu"'239 + Pu-240
SAMPLE C"counts::J Ccounts::J
,
, . I 46112 12246------------ ----po--------
A J 11 46514 12534------------ ------------
IU 45994 12635------------ --_..._-------
I -~Mo~~- --4;:L22.4~--




B 1 11 102003 49558------------ ------------
III __J..2.225J2.__ .___.5_°..11.5___
I ____IT11-4.__ ___d_6_~Q1___
B 2 11 77677 ___d]_o...2g___
------------
III I·. (79064) (49578)
------------ ------------
1 45044 . 84602
------------ --_._--------
C I 11 ____4.52.5..6.__ ___.S4.2J.6..._-
;
III ____4.28.5..4..._ . __...8A.o.El~___
I ___~98.5_4. __ ___.:3.5.5..4.1___




RESULTS OF TUE ALPHA SPECTRA EVALUATION.
PEAK
AREA Pu-238 Pu"'239 + Pu-240
SAHPLE CcountsJ Ccounts;:] ... ' '...
. .
I ___j_C?_~~j___ 10245---.---_._---
A t II 41366 10437------------ _=-il___________
III 41255 10191------------ --------.._--
I (41586) (10436)------------ --------_.._--






B I II ..------------ ------------
III .. ..------------ ------------
I 77052 __2.22'?_tl___-----........_----
B 2 II 77144 __l.ll-itl___------------
III - ..==-_==_........ c:;oc=o_ ..... c=:;;== ~_ ..... &a__ .... =-_=====
I 44436 79859-----_...._---- ------------
C I II ___A-.A.5.4.:Z..__ ---7-g.':{.~---
III ___~4ß.4~___ ---1.~8.44----
I ___.l.9..la.Q___ __.J.5.4..92.___




RESULTS OF THE ALPHA SPECTRA EVALUATION.
PEAK
AREA Pu-238 Pu"'"239 + Pu-240
SAMPLE C counts;} Ccounts:J
I ----~~])-~-- 7822---.--------
A J 11 33806 8038-----......_---- -------------
111 33577 7743------------ ---_._-------
..
I ; (40359) {1!o660)------------ --_..._-------
A 2 11 40297 10329---------_...- ------------
III ____4.o.ful5.__ __1.!ll4.3____
I ____flQltl2.__ __215_<22____
B J 11 ____1§9J_~ __ __2!?_tU~____
IU ____7.7211__ __2.0J2..flg____
I ____7.2~)1. __ __:d_6_~~2 ____
B 2 11 76100 __~_?_~4.g____------------
111 ___lI~..?...J:.~l_ _~~~?l.i~2 ___
1 ____4.oaAo.__ --:l~3..3-.l~----
c I II ____4..oill.6.__ __:l~U4.1----
IU ____41..o_Q.'-__ __1J..o..9.3____
I ____l9.3.3-2__ __2..4..4..2&____





Descriptions of the Evaluation Methods
Used by the Laboratories
the top'of the peak'fiaving II content of 0 or
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LABORATORY CODE: c=J
TYPE OF SPECTRA: Di.gitaland
Paper Tape
Short description of evaluation method used:
A) Detertttinadonof Peak Boundaries
I. For Pu-238-------,.._----
. a). H'igh~r' 'en~rgy s'ide:
Th~'first ehann~t 'alter
was defined as boundary.
b) tower energy side:
1'-', /">.- '1> ", '
I'. For wellresolved spectra:
Within the range of channeishaving a content behTeen 5 and 15 %
of the content at the peak top, that channei was llsed aa peak boundary
which had a content significantiy smaiier than the arithmetic mean
of the contents of the twoadjacent c~anneis.
-~
11. For bad resoived spectra:
As described in I., however the range was shifted to 15 to 25 %
of the contertt at the peak top in order to obtain a ciear deiimita-
tion from the Pu-239!240 peak.
a) Higher energy side:
I. For well resoived spectra:
The first channei after the peak top having a content of 0 or I"
was definedas boundary.
1I .. For bad resoived spectra:
The first channei after the peak top wfth a content smalier than
the arithmetic meanof the adjacent channeis was used as boundary.
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b) Lower energy side:
I. ror well resolved spectra:
As described for Pu-238 p seetion I.
11. rar bad resolved spectra:
As described for Pu-238, section 11.
B) Calculation of Peak Area
a) The contents of all channels in between the boundaries defined in
section A) were ,summed up. The contents of the limiting channels
were taken into consideration.
b) In order to obtain the peak area p from this sum dle product of the
arithmetic mean of the contents of the peak boundary channels with




Shore descripeion öf evaluation method used: .
Digital
i. We prepare . ourtargets principally by electrodeposition on platinum.
Tbe spectra of the evaporated sa~)les and ofsample B 2 III are so bad,
thatwe would not evaluate them in routine operation.
2. Por spectra evaluation we used the following fotmulae:
Pu-238 .. t ch~nels 210to· 329 + u
Pu-(239~240) -;:'1; channels 100 to 209 - U
U .. balanced value of channel 210 times 50
3. Tbe evaluation ia on1y directed to the determination ofthe ratio Pu-238/
Pu-(239t240). lt is 8ssumed that the counts of: the channels I to 100 have




Short description of evaluation method used:
I. Direct Evaporated Sources
Digital
Least squares fitting was done assuming the degraded portion to
be exponential in nature. The contribution of Pu-238. peak under
(Pu··239 + Pu-240) peak was determined by extrapolating the ex-
ponantial curve obtained by least squares fitting of the degraded
portion of the Pu-238 peak.
2. Electrodeposited Sources
a) For the electrodeposited sourees, the peak aress were
calculated by summing up the counts under the peaks.
b) I~ the case of sample A 2, the counting statistics is
not good. The sample should have beencounted for a
longer time.
c) Samples A 2(1) and B 2(111) had more degradation though
the alpha spectra were taken on the same electrodepo-
sited sources. As the reason for this is not known, the





Short description of evaluation method used:
Digital
Sample No.: A2) peakarea Pu-238 : 1: 82 channels-from 251 to 332)
8
2
) peakarea Pu-(239+240) 1: 82 channels-from 131 to 212
)
C2)) .
Sample No.: CI peakarea Pu-238 : 1: III channels-from 220 to 330
peakarea Pu-(239+240) J- 1:111 channels-from 102 to 212
Sample No.: AI-)peakarea Pu-238 1: 124 channels-frorn 209 to 332
) ,
iB I:) peakarea Pu-(239+240) i 1:124 channels-from 85 to 208
Pu-238 background of channels 120 to 208 subtracted
Pu Isotopes -l
q.,.\.""'...'''.......'"..,."_,''''''''''''''•.. ~=''''''''''' ......., ..,,.'''~__'''',.,__.,.,.="~''''~'''...,.,.,,.."1W._..'-......._<_=-~~~"",.=>= ......"...".~
. ~ ~
:. A!,pha Speatrometry j • ~ass Spect~?metry' '. ~




238 .. 05 :;:
239 .. 05 ::x
2LW.05 -
241.06 ..==- ..- - - ~242.06 :::::




% Pu 239 X CM 1:1: % Pu 240 ==
% Pu 239 X EM . 0/ Pu 241 ::::::::I 10
% Pu 239 X FM "'" % Pu 242 ==
,aUM w
Pu 239 + 241 w' Pu fiss 10:
i'~iiiiJWJ/i!$j__'$1 - 7t!Il!VnJ?"lii Z&eM
Imp. Pu 238 ~ m P 1 1:>U 2/{.0/239:
mp.. Pu 239: " r= 'p 2·. , Pu 2'+1/239:
I
t + '2'+0 Pu 242/239










.. . := A ,. ij
I
' P 2 X 17, 1 P----.----......;--.-,.,.,.~. !
:~-~--~--~·--~~-I
I~.rn ~~:6~_+ ~.X=.~.~ O':~~_.:=~~C<_1
~" at()m· % ~ mess:' ~ wt~· ~b I'
I A X B x'100' ... """=..,..~ .........__-="""", •••, .....,,!«:..............-t""">==''''
~ ---- Cl % Pu 238 =:I _.1 :I 1 + . ( A X B) . I
~ 100 %-% Pu 238 .




Short deseription of evaluation method used:
Digital
I. The evaluation metbod should be separat:ed to t,II'O cases as follolrl's;
case I; two peak areas requi red to separate arf! clearly sEiparated ,
ease 2; the peak area of the higher ~nergy side tails to the other
peak area of the lower energy aide.
2. In case of the case I, each total counts should be calculated in
aach peak area.,
(A-Z, B-2, and C-2 samples ware determined with this method.)
3. In ease of the case 2, the determinations should be car:ded out
by the following prodecure*
3.1 General base of the determinations
The calculation is carried out on the assumptionthat the tailing
of any single peak to the lower energy region i8 caused only by
the sample thickness. The differential count: N(E)dE i8 ,able t,o
described on as the following equations:
E
Q
> E> EO - (dE/dx)E • t N(E)dE:' A (I)o
2 -2
Eo .. (dE/dX)EO
·• t > E _ N(E)dE '" A«dEtdX)E
O
' t) /(EO-E) (2)
H ... Ir. (dE/dx)E. t , where H is HWFM.
o
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The total counts, N.. , between the energy (or the channel) E. and
1.J 1.
Accordingly, N.. on the tail region is stated as follows:
1J
E. are as follows
J
N•• = ~i N(E)dE
1.J JE.
. J
N.. = K(E.-E.)/(E.-EO)(E.-EO)1J 1 J 1 J
where K::AHZ/Z.
(3)
3.2 When NI2 , N23 , EI' EZ' and E3 are given
by the experimental work, N45 can be
catculat~with the following equation
derived from the equation (3):
N45 .. NIlz3(N' i 2+N23) (E I-E3+ I) (E4-E5+1) I(N 12 (E I-E4+1)-
N23 (E 3-E4+1»(Nli(EI-E5+1)-N23(E3-E5+1»




. 3.3 The method of evaluation of the activity rlltio of Pu-B8 to
Pu-·239(+Pu-240 +Pu-241 +Pu-242)
(st~p2L-'
~~ EI and E3 should be chosen as the channels which give
the best value N45compared with the ac~ual value, e
by the use of the equation (4). PlJ'J3~
( step.
SUP 2•. Then, the total counts
N45 by the taU of the Pu-238
between E4 and ES of the ener-
gy region of the Pu-239
should be calculated by the
same manner of the step 1.
(A-I-I-----N45 was 4443 t:S
counts between the channels
(A-I-I~~---El·290, E3-270, and
the calculated value N45 was
7359 ,counts between the chan-
nels 270 and 210. The actual
value W8111 7387.)
210 and 21.)
Step 3. Finally, the acivity
ratio of Pu-238 (total counts
P8) to Pu-239 (total counts P9)
~"l;\ be., determined as follows~
P9 M45-N4S
P8 T - P9




the step 2, and T i8 the total counts of the energy regions of
Pu-238 and Pu-239. (A-I-1-----17341 for M45 and 58051 for T were






S~ott description of evaluation method used:
Paper Tape
Using a Digital Equipment Corp. PDP-15 computer paper tape reader,
the low energy (plutonium 239,40) and'high energy plutonium 238)
peak areas, between predetermined channels, were read in and integra-
ted. At the same time areas of 10 channels above and below the low
energy peak were read 'and used to calculate the "toe" correction
resulting from low energy scatter from the high energy peak.
Normally, when analyzing plutonium for isotope 238, our sample plates'
do not contain nearly a8 much solid material and we do not contain
nearly as much solid material and we do not require a "toe" correc-
tion a8 was done above. Thus the above procedure was devised just to
analyze these spectra. In addition, we were not able to read the









According to M.P.':Trivedi (J;lrogress Report 1969-1970, NYO-844-8J)
the assumption ia made that to each a-ray decay energy there cor-
responds a single peak spectrum (SPS) ~hich can be described by the
function










Thi.s model has the peak height AI., resolution parameter A2, peak
1
energy A3., skewing parameter A4 and tailillg parameter A5 .• For the
238 ,1.. 239' 240 ,1
Pu group I 18 1,2 whereas for the Pu+ Pu group i ia 3,4,5,6,7.
All SPS are pl~esumed to have equal shape parameters A2, A4; A5 .• The
1
high energy part of the single peaks i8 preaumed to be of Gaussian
shape hence A5.-0 for E>A3 •• The set of p.arameters A4, A5 which
1 - 1 238applies to the tail (that i8 below d for the Pugrelup anel below
239 240b for the Pu+ Pu group) i8 different from that felr the peak re-
gions (d,f) and (b,c).
2. Method of evaluation
23';) D ~4v t>
'ILJ+ I'V----\
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The parameters of the 238pu group are obtained from an iterative
procedure of nonlinear least squares fits of a sum of two functions
Eq (I) to the data in the region (d,f). ~rom this the energy offset
is also found.
The contribution of the 238pu group to the experimental data in the
region (a,b) i8 found by iteration as follows: With an assumed frac-
tional contribution of 238pu in (8,b), the tail (a,d) of the 238pu
group ia fitted and gives the parameters A4 A5 in that region. Uaing
these parameters and assuming that the heights of the 239pu and 240pu
subgroups are both B/2, the fractional eontribution of 238pu in (a,b)
is calculated.
The aren under the 238pu group is obtained by integrating the taU in
the region (O,c) and by summing up a11 data in (c,f). For the 239pu~240pu
group the same procedure is earried out for the regions (O,a) and (aO,e)
respeetively.
3. Remark
This evaluation method has been appliedto a11 18 spectra. Tbe shape
of the specera A2.1 and B2.3 in the region (a,b) was found to eause a
high value for the area under the taU. Rere it would have been possible






Shori' description of evaluation method used:
Digital
The evaluation of the, alpha spectra data ia perfcl1:med on the basis of
an empi rieal algori thm which allows to calculate the surface of peaks
taking into account the overlap,ping of the tails of adjacent peaks.
Thi:a i8 achieved conaidering the hight of the minimum Ca' Cb , Ce (see
fig.) betwe'en two peaks and his projectio,ns at the beginning (C
al
, eb 1'
Ccl ) and at the end (Ca2 , Cp2 ,Cc3) of the spec~rum.
MOrl! in detail~ the surface S of thefour main pe.aks of the spectrum
represented in the figure, isgiven by the following relations:
S R EC + (EC -t ~ ) - E C~
A a e a2 al
S "( EC -E C ) + E C -
D e c cl
in tl1hich 1:C , E C~ I' E C 2" •••• , E C 2 represent the sum of the contenta a a c
of thechannels up to the channel C , CI' C 2' ••••• , C 2 reflpectively, '. a a a c
and Ce is the analogous sum up to the last channel used to ~malY8e the
spectrum.
For spectra containing two or three peaks, more simple relations are
usedl.
The precedent relationß, after reduction and generalization, are used
in a FORTRAN computer program which automatiealy evaluate thE~ surface













































120 channels were summed for each peak. BackgroUtlld under the Pu
I





Short description of evaluation method used:
Digital
To determine the alpha peak areas, the sum of the channel contents was
performed taking as limits the channels corresponding to the following
. energies:
Pu 239 + Pu 240
Pu 238
4.960 - 5,210 MeV
5,290 '- 5.540 MeV
(250 KeV energy range!)
(" 11 11 ")
The background to be subtracted from the considered ~eak Brea has been
calculated aa foliows:
- In order to reduce the statistical errors, the activity at the selec-
ted limi ts has been calculated taking in account togethE!r wi th the
single channel chosen aa limit, also the channels immediately before
and dter thil'l limi t (usually 4 channels before and 4 after). An ave-
rage of the counts accumulated in each of the nine consi.dered channels
has been taken as the value of the activity at the selected limit.
- The variation of the background between the limits was ~ls8umed to be
linear.
The above mentioned procedure i8 usually applied in our hboratory to
calculate the alpha activity ratios, being the alpha sp~ctra obtained
from good quality sources (electrodeposed).
In fact the ratios between 'the alpha peak areas and not the single peak
areas, are 'the values mainly required by the practical applications.
The agreement between the ratios of the alpha peak areaa calculated for
Bland B 2 Bources aB well aB for C land C 2 sources (see table), in-
dieates our procedure can be used with good accuracy also for sources
prepared by evaporation.
However J the disagreement between the alpha peak ratios of the Aland
A 2 sources (see table) indicates the procedure fails when the background
to be subtracted is an important fraction of the total area aB in the:
ease of Bources with a high content of Pu 238 and/o:r prepared by evapo-
ration.
In fact the background to be subtracted in the case of the source A I is
about 50 % of the total area.





ountl.ng Mean Activity at
sa~~
I II III value selected limits
A I 4.262 4.206 4.336 4.268 CalculatEid from
A 2: 4.012 3.901 4.011 3.974 the aver8.ge of9 points
- - .
B I 2.155 2. 118 2.113 2.129 Calculated from the
B 2 2.109 2.100 2.128 2.112 average of 5 pointsfor B I and 9 points
for B 2
C I 0.5570 0.5587 0.5610 0.5589 Calculated from the




Definitions of the Statistical Terms
and Other Formulae
I. Alpha Activity Ratios
Basic elements for the statistical considerations are the alpha acti-
vity r~tios PU,238/(Pu 239+Pu 240) calculated from the data reported
for the Pu 238 and (Pu 239+Pu 240) peak areas / App. II /.
The ratio Aijkl is theresult obtained on the 1'- tl1 repetition spec-






with r ~ 3 corresponding to the three
sample's "A", "B'" and "e"
with s ~ 2 corresponding to the two
: types of t~rg~ts prepared by evaporation
(")") or electrodeposition ("2")
k .. ) ••• t
1 .. ] •.• n
with t~'O corresponding to the number,of
laboratories in consideration
with n • 3 corresponding to the three
repetition spectra "I", "lI" and "111",
As the evaluation of the spectra "A2I"
(these are the ratiosAI 2k ) and B2II1
(ratios A22k3)were not taken into consi-
deration, there is n - 2 in these cases.
2. Laboratory Mean and Associated Terms
The mean value of the activity ratio obtained by laboratory k. for
samplei, target j, is defined by
A, 'k BI1J •
(I)
Therefore t the standard deviation (SD) of a single spectrum evaluation
i8 given for this laboratory by
(?ijk .. j~ - n 2t (A, 'kl ... A, 'k )I-I 1J 1J • (2)






For some considerations t mean values of these SD's and RSD's were cal-
culated for specific groups G of laboratories. If t is the number of
laboratories belonging to the group G, these means are given by
or
- JI t n
~" (G)" t-t" L L
1J n kaI 1-.1
..,
2
(A"k1 - A" k )1j· 1j. (4)
A. ,
1j ••




(for A. , see Par. 3(8).)
1j ••








Mean and Associated Terms
(6)
(7)
The mean value of the activity ratio for tatget j (sampie i) is given
by
1 t
A, , .. -- t' A
1j t " , 'k• • . k-I 1j.
(8)
as ~ for each target - the number n of evaluated ,repe,ti don spectra i8
always the Bam.e forall laborato'l'ie.s in this experiment (or:thngonal


















• 100 ( 10)






s(M) .. '" -~
1J -ft1
1) The more general expresslon 1S
1
t n
kA.. =, 1: 1: A. "klJ •• t






with nk =number of repetition spectra evaluated by laboratory k.
4. Sample Mean
Calculation of this term is complicated by the fact that in the case
of samPles A and B the number n of evaluated repetition spectra is
different for target 1 and target 2 (n 1 = 3; n2 =2)1) and, furthe rmore ,
that in the case of sampIe B also the number t of laboratory mean values
per target is different2 ). The most simple expression for the mean of
sample i in this particular non orthogonal case is given by
A. ::
], ...
5. Correlation between Alpha~ctivity Ratio and Isotopic Composition
If the isotopic composition of the plutonium is known, the alpha activity





is the relative abundance and
the specific activity of the in-
dicated isotope.
( 14)
1) Th;s ;s caused b th 't' f t A2.1 d B2II1• • y e reJec ~on 0 spec ra an , see
Section 4.
2) This is caused since laboratory 9 reported for sampleB no data
on the evaluation of spectra from target 1.
On the ather side, the isotopie ratio R(238/239) ean be obtained from the
alpha activity ratio a(238/(239+240» by
R(238/239) '" ,(238) x a(238/(239+240» x (I/T(239) + R(240/239» (15)
.(240)
t( ••• ) is the half life of the indieated
isotope,
R(240/239) the isotopie ratio Pu 240/Pu 239.
6. Analysis of Varianees
A scheme of the variance analysis i8 given in F'ig. IV-I. It was per-
formed for each group of single evaluation resu.lts Aijk1 of the alpha
activity 'ratio be10nging to the same target and. sample; L,e., for a11
data used in one analysis, the indices i and j remain unchanged.
It i8 assumed that twe' error components b, 'k and p, 'kl contribute to
1J 1J
each value A, 'kl so that it can be written as
1J "
'" J,I" +1J
In this equation, ll., is the" true value of the alpha activ'i ty ratio of
1J
the ta~get j loaded with sample i.
As indicated in the figure, in this specific layout' the error component
Pijkl consists of two parts cijkl Slnd e1jkl • As a11 laborntories ob-
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Fig.li-1: ASET-74: Scheme of theAnalysis of Variances
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The estimates for the variances ~ . (p) 2 "" ~. (c) 2 + f5. . Ce) 2 and
1) 1J 1J
G.. (b) 2 are giyen by
1J
2 2 r::- 2 1 t n 2












- A.. )2 - n(5:. (p)2
1J. 1J. • 1J
(18 )
From these varianees, the RSD's are obtained as
and
2
s .. (p) ... (s .. (c)
1J 1J
2 1/2 Ui· (1))










• 100 (20 )
P1ease note that the formu1ae given are on1y eorreet for the orthogonal
ease as in this specific app1ieation. For the more genel~a1 expressions,
reference is made to R. Averthaus: "Analysis of VarianceH", pp. 7-130 of
KFK 1100, EUR 4576e (1971).
